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Cultural Constructions of the Uterus in Pre-modern Societies, Past and Present Jun 12 2021 This volume addresses a set of historical
questions that explore the multiple aspects associated with the uterus through the dissection of both learned and popular sources, material
evidence, daily practices, iconography, and representation. It transcends Eurocentric models of understanding and representing the female
body by bringing into the discussion a number of case studies taken from a larger number of cultural and social historical realities,
including the Mediterranean, the Ancient Near East, Pre-Columbian America, East Asia, and Medieval Europe, that are explored from the
methodological perspectives offered by a wide range of disciplines and epistemologies. Because of its intimate, indissoluble relation to the
experience of being a woman, and because of its hiddenness within the body and darkness; its communication with the outside world and its
accessibility through the vagina; its capacity to contain and give shelter; to engender and procreate; to expulse and give birth to both
fully formed and truncated, deformed beings; and its potential to go in and out, the womb offers a wealth of possibilities to conceptualise
the world.
Religious Diversity in Late Antiquity Feb 08 2021 This volume in the ongoing Late Antique Archaeology series draws on material and textual
evidence to explore the diverse religious world of Late Antiquity. Subjects include Jews and Samaritans, orthodoxy and heresy, pilgrimage,
stylites, magic, the sacred and the secular.
Catalogue of the Library of Congress Aug 02 2020
The Wisdom of Thoth Aug 22 2019 This volume represents a selection of contributions on Mediterranean themes from a wider international
interdisciplinary conference on Magical Texts in Ancient Civilizations, organised by the Centre for Comparative Studies of Civilizations at
Jagiellonian University in Kraków in Poland between 27-28 June 2013
Handbook of Flowering Nov 05 2020 These volumes are an exhaustive source of information on the control and regulation of flowering. They
present data on the factors controlling flower induction and how they may be affected by climate and chemical treatments. For each plant,
specific information is provided on all aspects of flower development, including sex expression, requirements for flowering initiation and
development, photoperiod, light density, vernalization, and other temperature effects and interactions. Individual species are described
from the standpoint of juvenility and maturation, morphology, induction and morphogenesis to anthesis. All information is presented
alphabetically for easy reference
Bibliotheca Askeviana Mar 29 2020 Reissued here together, the 1775 and 1785 sale catalogues for Anthony Askew's extensive library, with
annotations about prices and purchasers.
Catalogo delle materie appartenenti al Vesuvio, contenute nel Museo, con alcune brevi osservazioni. Opera del celebre autore de'Dialoghi
sul commercio de'Grani [i.e. F. Galiani]. Sep 27 2022
New Universal Dictionary of the English, French, Italian, and German Languages Oct 28 2022
The Ray Society Jan 07 2021
Ray Society Jan 19 2022
Catalogue of Books Added to the Library of Congress During the Year 1871 Jul 01 2020
Catalogue of Books Added to the Library of Congress Feb 26 2020
Catalogue of the Mathematical, Historical and Miscellaneous Portion of the Celebrated Library of M. Guglielmo Libri .. Jul 25 2022
*Baretti's Italian Dictionary Oct 16 2021
Red Aug 14 2021 Sixteen-year-old Gwyneth discovers that she, rather than her well-prepared cousin, carries a time-travel gene, and soon she
is journeying with Gideon, who shares the gift, through historical London trying to discover whom they can trust.
Book Catalogue Aug 26 2022
Current List of Medical Literature Apr 10 2021 Includes section, "Recent book acquisitions" (varies: Recent United States publications)
formerly published separately by the U.S. Army Medical Library.
Bibliographia Zoologiae Et Geologiae Nov 17 2021
Catalogue of the Wheeler Gift of Books Mar 09 2021
Red Jan 27 2020 Per l’amica Leslie, Gwendolyn è una ragazza fortunata: quanti possono dire di abitare in un palazzo antico nel cuore di
Londra, pieno di saloni, quadri e passaggi segreti? E quanti, fra gli studenti della Saint Lennox High School, possono vantare una famiglia
altrettanto speciale, che da una generazione all’altra si tramanda poteri misteriosi? Eppure Gwen non ne è affatto convinta. Da quando, a
causa della morte del padre, si è trasferita con la mamma e i fratelli in quella casa, la sua vita le sembra sensibilmente peggiorata. La
nonna, Lady Arisa, comanda tutti a bacchetta con piglio da nobildonna e con l’aiuto dell’inquietante maggiordomo Mr Bernhard, e zia Glenda
considera lei, Gwen, una ragazzina superficiale e certamente non all’altezza del nome dei Montrose. E poi c’è Charlotte, sua cugina: rossa
di capelli, aggraziata, bravissima a scuola e con un sorriso da Monna Lisa. È lei la prescelta, colei che dalla nascita è stata addestrata
per il grande giorno in cui compirà il primo salto nel passato. Charlotte si dà un sacco di arie, ma Gwen proprio non la invidia: sa bene
che si tratta di una missione pericolosissima non solo per la sua famiglia ma per l’umanità intera, e da cui potrebbe non esserci ritorno. E
non importa se Charlotte non viaggerà sola ma sarà accompagnata da un altro prescelto, Gideon de Villiers, occhi verdi e sorriso
sprezzante... Gwen non vorrebbe davvero trovarsi al suo posto. Per nulla al mondo...
Paolo Bertolozzi per la grazia di Dio e della S. Sede Apostolica Vescovo di Montalcino ... al suo dilettissimo clero e popolo salute e
benedizione in Gesù Cristo. [A pastoral letter on his accession to the see of Montalcino.] Oct 04 2020
Italian journal of zoology Nov 24 2019
A New Dictionary of the Italian and English Languages Based Upon that of Baretti ... May 23 2022
The Book of the Pearl Jul 21 2019 DIVMonumental, profusely illustrated volume by two authorities covers origin, history, structure, form;
pearl fisheries worldwide; pearl-culture, pearl-farming; mystical, medicinal properties; famous collections; more. Over 180 black-and-white
illus. /div
Saggio Di Lingua Etrusca E Di Altre Antiche D'Italia Jul 13 2021

Index Librorum Prohibitorum ... Pii septimi jussu editus [by A. A. Bardani. Preceded by “Regulæ indicis; Benedicti XIV. constitutio;
Decreta, etc.] (Appendix ... in qua recensentur libri proscripti ... usque ad ... 1821.). Jun 19 2019
A New Dictionary of the Italian and English Language, Based Upon that of Baretti and Containing, Among Other Additions and Improvements,
Numerous Neologisms... Sep 15 2021
Radical Marble May 31 2020 Marble is one of the great veins through the architectural tradition and fundamental building block of the
Mediterranean world, from the Parthenon of mid-fifth century Athens, which was constructed of pentelic marble, to Justinian’s Hagia Sophia
in Constantinople and the Renaissance and Baroque basilica of St. Peter’s in the Vatican. Scholarship has done much in recent years to
reveal the ways and means of marble. The use of colored marbles in Roman imperial architecture has recently been the subject of a major
exhibition and the medieval traditions of marble working have been studied in the context of family genealogies and social networks. In
addition, architectural historians have revealed the meanings evoked by marble revetted and paved surfaces, from Heavenly Jerusalem to
frozen water. The present volume builds upon the body of recent and emerging research - from antiquity to the present day - to embrace a
global focus and address the more unusual (or at least unexpected) uses, meanings, and aesthetic appeal of marble. It presents instances
where the use of marble has revolutionized architectural practice, suggested new meaning for the built environment, or defined a new
aesthetic - moments where this well-known material has been put to radical use.
Principj Di Estetica. Con Note Appartenenti a Poesia. Terza Edizione Corretta Dall'autore Sep 22 2019
Catalogue of books added to the Library of Congress Apr 29 2020
International Catalogue of Scientific Literature, 1901-1914 Jun 24 2022
A General Catalogue of All Books, Tracts and Memoirs on Zoology and Geology... Feb 20 2022
The Medici, Michelangelo, & the Art of Late Renaissance Florence Oct 24 2019 "Publisdhed in conjuntion with the exhibition: Magnificenza!
the Medici, Michelangelo, & the Art of Late Renaissance Florence (In Italy, L'Ombra del genio: Michelangelo e l'arte a Firenze, 1538-1631)
..."--Title page verso.
Bibliographia Zoologiæ Et Geologiæ Dec 18 2021
The Bradley Bibliography: Dendrology. 1911-12 Dec 26 2019
Catalogue of the Library of George Perkins Marsh May 11 2021
Musica E Musicisti Sep 03 2020
Le gemme incise nel Settecento e Ottocento Mar 21 2022 At head of title: Comune di Udine. Assessorato alla cultura. Civici musei di storia
ed arte, Gabinetto numismatico.
Engraved Gems and Propaganda in the Roman Republic and under Augustus Dec 06 2020 This book studies small but highly captivating artworks
from antiquity – engraved gemstones. These objects had multiple applications, and the images upon them captured snapshots of people's
beliefs, ideologies, and everyday occupations. They provide a unique perspective on the propaganda of Roman political leaders, especially
Octavian/Augustus.
International Catalogue of Scientific Literature Apr 22 2022
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